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To all, uvlon, i na? concern:
Beit known that I, MANUELS. CARMONA, of
the city of Mexico, Mexico, have invented a
newand Improved Type-Writer, of which the

O
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followingisa full, clear, and exact description.
My invention relatesto animprovement in
type-Writing machines; and the object of the
invention is, first, to so construct a machine
that five keys only needbe employed, and
Whereby, through the medium of said keys
and certain mechanism operating in connec
tion therewith, all of the signs, letters, figures,
and characters used in writing may be prop
erly brought into action, and whereby also
the machine may be operated as rapidly and
With as good results as other machines con
taining a key for each letter, sign, and char
acter used.
A second object of the invention isto give
to each letter that is written a space corre
spondingto the width oftheletter, the spacing
mechanism operating automatically, thus en
abling letters of any kind to be used-large
letters, small letters, script, or any style of
printed characters.
The invention consists in the novel con
struction and combination of the several
parts, as will be hereinafter fully set forth,
and pointed out in the claims.

Reference is to be had to the accompanying
drawings, forminga part of this specification,
in which similar figures and letters of refer
ence indicate corresponding parts in all the
views.

Figure I is a perspective view of the ma
chine viewed from the front. Fig. 2 is a lon
gitudinal vertical section thereof, taken im
i mediately in front of the keys. Fig. 3 is a
longitudinal vertical section taken at the back
of the machine immediately forward of the
carriage, the spring controlling the carriage
being illustrated in the casing. Fig. 4 is a
diagrammatic view illustrating the action of

the printing-levers operated by the keys, two
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levers onlybeingemployed. Fig.5isa trans
verse section through the printing-levers,
illustrating the printing-key in normal posi
tion, the levers and key being shown in per
spective. Fig. 6 is a view similar to Fig. 5,
in which the regulating-cradle used in con
nection with the leversand keysis introduced,

two positions of this cradle being shown.

Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6, illustrating
one position of a key and the printing-levers
when the latter have been acted upon by the 55
former. Fig. 8 is a side elevation of the regu
lating-cradle. Fig. 9 is a perspective view of
the said cradle, illustrating its especial rela
tion to one of the printing-levers. Fig. 10 is
a perspective view of one end of one of the

printing-levers. Fig. 11 is a transverse sec
Figs. 12 and 13 are views of the respective
ends of the machine. Fig. 14 is arear ele
vation of the machine, parts being broken
away and the back removed. Fig. 15 is a de
tail view of mechanism employed for controll
ling the spacing-lever. Fig. 16isa detail view
of mechanism employed for checking the
movement of the type-wheel in one direction.
Fig. 17 is a section taken through a portion
of the machine at the front, illustrating the
manner in which the type-wheel is elevated;
and Fig. 18isa detail view of a portion of the
said elevating mechanism. Fig. 19 is a sec 75
tional view, the parts being shown in perspec
tive, illustrating a portion of the paper-car
riers and the mechanism controlling the spac
ing-lever, together with the leveritself in ac
tion. Figs. 20 and 21 are respectively side
elevations and plan views of an inking mech
anism in which a pad is employed. Figs. 22
and 23 are respectively a side elevation and
plan view of an inking mechanism in which
a ribbon is employed and reels to receive the
same. Fig. 24 is a plan view of an inking
mechanism in whichan endlessinking-ribbon
is used, and Fig. 25 is a horizontal section of
the type-wheel between two zones thereof.
The general form of the type-writeris illus 9o
trated in Fig. 1, in which is representeda cas
ing A of somewhat rectangular or box-like
shape having at one side of the center a de
pression 10 in the top and front side, the end
portions of which are closed, and the top of 95
the depressed part is filled in or closed by a
cover-plate 11 and the front preferably by a
concaved front plate 11º.
. .
At the oppositeside of the center of the cas
ing a drawer or other compartment A'is lo OO
cated adapted to carry the extra type-wheels
B, as a type-wheel is used in connection with
the machine and is located upon the upper
portion of the casing at or about its center.
tion taken near the center of the machine.

In connection with the operative parts of the | pressed sufficiently to presenta proper type

machine but fivelkeysare employed, and these
lkey sare designated, respectively, as C', Cº, Cº,
Cº, and Cº. The principal mechanism em
ployed for forming or printing the letters or
manipulating the type-wheel may be said to
consistoftwo levers Dand D. (Shown princi
pally in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and Ill.) Both
of
these leversare contained in the casing A,
IO extendinglongitudinally of the same nearthe
top. The lever D rests at one end on a fixed
support 12, upon which support it maybe said
to be fulcrumed, and near its other end the
lever Dispivoted ata point 13 to the lever D',
the levers being paralleland located substan
tially side by side. The lever Dºis fulcrumed
at one end to the frame of the machine, as
seen at 14 in Figs. 2 and 3, andati its opposite
end the said lever D is passed between up
rights 15, extending from the top to the bot
tom of the casing, as shown in Fig. 11. These
uprights serve as guides forboth the leversD
and D', but the latterlever rests upona spring
16, which tends to keep it elevated, and near
the free end of the lever D' a lip 17 is formed
adapted to constantly bear upon a nut 18.
(Shown in Figs. 3 and 11.) The nut 18 is held
to slide upon a shaft 19, having exterior
threads of a long pitch. The shaft is sur
3o rounded by a spring20, acting to force the nut
1Supward, and the said shaft is adapted to
carry the type-wheel Band is journaled in a
frame E of substantially rectangular shape
pivoted at one end in the casing and extend
35 ing nearly from the top to the bottom of the
same, as shown in Fig. 3.
Thefree end of the frame, at which part the
shaft 19 isjournaled, swings from front to rear
of the casing, being held in its normal posi
tion by a spring 21. The type-wheel shaft 19
is reduced and plain at its upper end and ex
tends up through a transverse slot 22 in the
top of the casing, since this shaft is to be
moved bodily to the rear of the casing, at
45 which point the paper to be type-written is
placed.
The upper portion of the type-wheel shaft
19 is provided with a key 23, which enters the
type-wheel and causes it to turn with the
shaft. The shaft is further provided with a
collar 24, upon which the wheel rests, anda
ratchet-Wheel 25, whichis secured to the shaft
and located just above the casing, the teeth
of the wheel being upon its under side. The
55 teeth slant in direction in which the type
wheel is to turn in presentinga type forprint
ing, andare engaged by a pawl 26 while the
wheel is turned to print, asshown in Fig. 16,
the pawlbeingsecured to a lever 27, fulcrumed
upon the casing and resting, as shown in
dotted lines in Fig. 2, on the free end of the
printing-lever D'.
The nut l'8 is provided with a slot receiv
ing the free end of the swinging frame E and
is guided in its vertical movement thereby.
The nut is adapted to swing the frame rear
ward When the printing-lever D'has been

for printing by turning the type-wheel by
depressing the nut 18. This action takes
place when the lever returns to its normal
position, since the rearward swinging of the
frame advances the type-wheel to contact
with the papertobe type-Written. Thismove
ment is accomplished, asshown in Fig. 11, by
placing a spring-controlled dog 28 upon the
back of the nuti 18, having limited upward
and downward movement. The dogis notched
to receive a ledge 29 upon the lower edge of
the lever D'. The ledge does not act upon
the dog when the leveris depressed, but upon
the upward movement of the lever the ledge
lifts the dog until the ledge reaches a hori
zontal position, where it releases, and during

this period the nut is moved and the frame
The type-wheel shaft 19 has few threads to
the inch and is so arranged that When the nut
18 runs over it in its maximum movement
the nut will impart to the shaft more than
one turn, and therefore causes all of the type
on the wheel B, carried by said shaft, to pass
before the paper. Thus the letter or sign
placed in front of the paper depends upon
the degree to which the nut 1S is depressed, 95
the said nut being moved by the lever D'and
the latter by the lever D.
The reason Why the maximum movement
of the shaft 19 gives a little more than one
I CO
revolution will be explained hereinafter.
I will now endeavor to explain how with
but five keys I can graduate or control the
movement of the lever D' and thereby pre
senti each letter or character desired to the
paper to be printed upon.
Io5
In Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 it will be seen
that each keyis supported by a rod 30, which
rod is provided with a branch 31 a short dis
tance below the key, part 31º of the said
branch being single and the otherpart 31º di I O
vided in its turn to produce a fork. The
branch 31 of the key-rod is carried over the
lever D, which is provided with a flange di for
a portion of its length extending over the le
ver D', as shown particularly in Fig. 5. This II5
forked part 31º touches the side of the lever
D, and the straight portion 30 of the rod
touches the outer face of the lever D'. An
angular offset 32 is secured upon the straight
section of the rod adapted to act upon a trip
finger 33. (Shown best in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.)
This trip-finger comprises an elastic plate
section 33°, secured at its upper end to the
upper section of the outer face of the print
ing-lever D', and a foot-section 33º, adapted I 25
to pass horizontally beneath both of the le
vers Dand D' and through a recess in the
bottom of the latter. This foot member 33º
is provided with a lug 33°, which limits the
movement of the foot-section in direction of
the spring-section or member by engaging
with the inner face of the lever D', as shown
in Fig. 6.
swung.

The foot-section 33" of the trip-finger is an
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importanti element in determining the letter
or character to be presented by the key, and
it acts upona regulating-cradleMI, to be here
inafter described, at both of its ends, and
therefore I will denominate the end to which
the spring member 33ºis attached the “heelº
of
this trip and the opposite or free end the
& toe. 9
A spring 35, fixed to the frame of the ma
IO chine, is connected with each key, holding
the same normally in elevated position, and
a stud 36 on the key-bar 30, by striking the
- under face of the cover-plate 11 of the cas
ing, maintains the key in its initial position,
15 limiting itsupward movement. The key-rod
30 is guided in its movement by being made
to pass through a recess in the flange of the
lever D', asshown in both Figs. 5 and 6.
Nowlet it be supposed that anyone of the
2 C)
keys is touched. The key will move down,
compressing the spring 35, and at the same
time the offset 32 On the rod 30 Will move
over the spring-section of the trip-finger 33,
, compressing the same and forcing the foot
25 section-in direction of the lever D, when the
said finger Will have substantially the posi
tion shown in Fig. 7. At the moment the
member 31º of the branch of the rod 30 will
rest upon the lever D, forcing it to move
downward, and the latter forces the lever D'
downward with more velocity, since, as has
been heretofore mentioned, it is connected
with it; but before the offset 32 ceases to
press upon the spring members of the trip
35 finger a projection 34 of the toe of said finger
will have rested on the edge 37 of a plate 38,
secured within the casing. I will denomi
nate this part of the movement the “prepar
atory movementº and will give the name
“definite movementº to the balance of the
key action, Which will continue until the foot

45

of the trip-fingershall properly engage with
the regulating-cradle M, above referred to,
which cradle will serve to limit the down

ward movement of the key.
With reference to the keys that have not
been struck, they remain in their original po
sition supported by their springs 35, and
when their trip-fingers 33 move downward
with the lever Dº their extensions 34 will also
engage with the plate 38, but upon its oppo
site face or edge 39, as shown in Fig. 5, this
plate serving as a guide, and it may here be
remarked that the plate is provided with a
series of slots 39º, one side of which is sub
stantially straight and the other more or less
curved, the slots being graduated in length
and extending in a series from one end of the
plate to the other, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
for a purpose to be hereinafter set forth.
The operation of the type-wheel from the
levers Dand Dºis as follows, (see Figs. 2, 3,
and 4:) When the lever D is depressed by

the action of the lever D, it will carry down
ward
with it the nut 18, and at the same
time it will place the pawl 26 in engagement

with the ratchet-wheel 25, revolved with the

i
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type-wheel shaft. The nut in being carried
downward revolves the type-wheel shaft and

the pawl prevents the shaft from turning in
any but one direction. When the nut has
reached the necessary position to properly
present the proposed type and the pressure
on the key has been released, the lever D'
will pass upward. In so doing the said lever, 75
before releasing the pawl from the ratchet
wheel, Will act through the medium of the
dog 28 to move the nut 18 and the frame E,
thereby forcing the type-wheel and its shaft
rearward, (see Fig. 11,) carrying the proper 8o
type into an Opening 40, made in a casing 41,
surrounding the wheel, against which plate
the paperto be printed upon is placed. The
finalupward movement of the lever D' will
release the ratchet-wheel from its ratchet,
and the nut being freed will travel up the
threaded portion of the shaft and will re
store the type-wheel to its normal position,
while at the same time the spring controlling
the swinging frame E will act to restore said
frame to its normal position.
Now that it has been shown how the letter
or sign isformed and printed. it will be easy to
understand how by means offive keysa person
will be able to print any of the letters or signs 95
containedinone zone of the type-wheel. Each
one of these zones contains thirty-one char
acters. In the upper zone bare placed the
small letters, some signs, and a space-that
is, a place without a letter ora sign. In the OO
intermediate zone b' the large letters with
some signs and another space are produced,
and in the lower zone bºthe ten numerals and
twenty signs are formed.
I desire to call attention to the fact that the
ratchet-wheel 25 has also thirty-one teeth,
each corresponding to three letters or signs
on the type-wheel in vertical order, one in
each Zone.
I
. I will now proceed to study and demonstrate II o
the thirty-one combinations that canbe made
with five keys and also illustrate how each
one corresponds to a letter or sign in each
zone. In Figs. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 9Ihave shown
the regulating-cradle heretofore referred to. II5
This cradle consists of a skeleton frame 42,
preferably of rectangular shape, having a
trunnion 43 at each end and a downwardly
and outwardly projecting branch 44 at the
end portion of each side, the two branchesat
each side being made to support a plate, one
plate being designated as Mand the other as
Mº. These plates stop short of the upper por
tion of the frame and in the completed cradle
its sides diverge. The cradle is located be I 25
neath a cover-plate 11 at the keyboard and
straddles both of the levers D and D', its
trunnions being made to slide in sockets 45,
secured upon the top of the casing. Conse
quently the rods 30 of the various keys pass
between the sides of this cradle. Aspring 46
is secured to the inner trunnion 43 of the
cradle andlike Wise to the casing of the frame,
as shown at: 47 in Fig. 2. This spring con

4
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stantly acts to draw the eradle in direction of
the type-wheel, but the cradle is prevented
from beingacted upon by the spring when the
leversare in their normal position through
the medium of an elbow-leveir Dº, which is
fulcrumed upon the bottom of the casing,
the longer member extending upward, and it
loosely embraces the inner trunnion 43 of the
cradle, engaging with a stop 49, located on
O said trunnion, asshown in Fig. 3, while a link
50 is pivotally connected to the lower and
shorter member of the said lever Dº and is
passed upward through a socket 48, formed
upon the rear face of the printing-lever D',
as is also shown in Fig. 3, the link passing
upward some distance beyond the top of the
casing, and it is provided with a stop 48º im
mediately above the said socket 48. Thus
when the lever D'is in its normal position the
stop-lever Dº will hold the cradle away from
the type-wheel, but when the type-leveris de
pressed it will remove the stop-lever from the
cradle and permit the spring 46 to act and
draw the cradle inward or to the type-wheel.
Each face MI' and Mºof the regulating-cra
dle has five cuts, and the first cut on each
side is provided at the bottom with five steps,
the second cut with four steps, the third cut
with three steps, the fourth cut with two
3o steps, and the fifth cut with one step, mak
ing a total of thirty steps, fifteen on each
face, as shown in Figs, 2, 3, and 9. These
steps are so arranged that they correspond to
thirty equal divisions of the maximum angle
that the lever D'can passover, so that fifteen
of these spaces will be governed by the fif
teen steps of the face M' and fifteen interme
diate of the former ones by the steps on the
face Mº. Thus if a certain letter corre
45 sponds to a step on the face M' the following
one Will correspond to the correspondingstep
on the face Mº, and so on, and for this reason
the heights of the steps of Mºare alternated
with the heights of those of M'. (See Fig. 8.)
45 The regulating-cradle M, besides its end
movement, hasan oscillating movement gov
erned by a fork 51, which can impart to it
two positions, one represented in full lines
in Figs. 6 and 7 and the other in dotted lines
in the same figures.
Fig. 6 illustrates the fact that in the first
position of the regulating-cradle the trip-fin
gers 33 of the keys that have been struck
will strike the face M' of the cradle, (see Fig.
55 7,) the toes of said fingers being brought into
action, and that the heels cannot in amy Way
strike the face Mº of the cradle. In the sec
ond position, dotted lines, Fig. 6, the trip
fingers 33 of the keys that have not been
struck will strike through the medium of
their heels the face Mº of the cradle, and the
toe-sections cannot in anymanner strike the
face M' of the cradle.
Let it be supposed that the regulating-cra
dle being in the first position (full lines in
Figs. 7 and 6) the key Cºis struck. (See Fig.
2.) When the keybegins to move downward

in its preparatory movement, it Will cause its
corresponding trip-finger to move outward,
so that in its definite movement-that is,
when the lever D'moves downward-the toe
of the trip will strike a step of the face M',
and when the lever Dºbegins to move down
ward it releases the stop-lever Dº from en
gagement with the cradle, permitting the lat
ter to have longitudinal movement, the move
ment being caused by the spring 46, which
will draw the cradle toward the type-wheel
until the toe of the trip-finger 33, belonging
to the key Cº, strikes the edge 64 of the first
cut in the face M'of the said cradle, whereupon
the said toe-section of the trip Will slide along
this edge and will stop in the step O'. Letit
be supposed now that the key Cºis struck.
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The same movements will be produced; but

now it will be the trip of the said key that
will strike the edge 65 of the second cut in
the face M', stopping at the step Oº. If the
key Cºis touched, it is easy to see that its
trip will be stopped at the step Oºin the third
cut. The step O* of the fourth cut in the
face MI' of the cradle will serve as a stop for
the key Cº, and the only step Oº in the fifth
cut will serve as a stop for the first key C'.
In this lasti case it should be noted that the
longitudinal movement of the cradle will be
almost nothing, because between the trip of
the key C' and the edge 68 of the first cut
there is only a little space that need be cov
ered in the movement of the Cradle.
Nowlet it be supposed that the keys are
struck in couples. In this case it may be
noted that everytime two keys are struck at
one time the one that is farthest away from
the type-wheel will be the one to stop the
cradle in its longitudinal movement, while
the one nearest to the type-wheel will be the
first to strike the step, as will be seen byan
inspection of the figures of the drawings.
For example, suppose the keys C'and Cº, Fig.
2, are struck at the same time their corre
sponding trip-fingers will rise, and when the
lever Dº releases the stop-lever Dº and the
latter releases the regulating-cradle the said
cradle will not move because the trip of the
key Cºwill support it, its edge 68 resting upon
the said trip, and the lever D', when it con
tinues its descent, will be stopped when the
trip 33 of the key Cº strikes the step Oº.
Practically the same will occurwhen the keys
C' and Cºare struck together, the trip of Cº
stopping at O. When C' and Cºare struck
together, the trip of C will stop at the step O*
in the face M' of the cradle, and when the
keys C'and Cºare pressed together the stop
page will be obtained at the step Oº in the
face MI' of the cradle.
If the keys Cºand Cºare struck, the key Cº
will permit the cradle to move longitudinally
until its trip strikes on the edge 67 of the
cradle, (see Fig. 2,) and as this distance is
equal to the width of a step the key Cºwill
be stopped at the lever Dº When it strikes the
trip, as said trip engages with the step Oº.

95
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In pressing the keys Cºand Cthe trip of the
key Cºwill stop at the step O, and when Cº
and Cºare pressed the key Cºwill stop at the
step Oº. When the keys Cºand Care struck,
Cº will stop the cradle by its trip striking on
the edge 66 on the face M' of said cradle,
Which is a distance away from it, equal to the
width of two steps, so that Cºwill stop at Olº.
In the same manner Cºand Cº will stop the
Io lever at O, and finaliy Cand Cº wil cause
the trip of the key Cºto strike at Oº, since
the trip of the key Cºwill be three stepsaway
from the edge 65 of the second cut.
Two things shouldbe noted, namely: When
three keys are struck at a time, first, that
the Cradle M changes its position by means
of the mechanism that will be described here
i inafter, placingitself, as shown, in dottedlines
in Fig. 6, and, second, that the heels of the
key-trips that have not been struckwillstrike
on the face Mºof the cradle when in this po
sition, while the trips of the keys thatare
struck Will withdravy and Will noti touch the
cradle at all, and as in this case we are going
25 to touch three keys we will only separate the
members of the trips 33 from the face Mº of
the cradle, the two heel-sectionsbelongingto
the trips of the two keys not struck then strik
ingit. Then the combinations of three Will
be equivalent to the couples that we have
already described. Thus (see Fig. 3) if we
strike Cº, C, and Cºwe will only separate the
heels of their three corresponding trips 33
from the face Mºof the cradle in the prepara
35 tory movenent, and in the definite movementi

the heel-section of the trip corresponding to

the key Cºwill detain the face Mºof the cra
dle in its longitudinal movement, striking the
edge 69 of the fifth cutin that side, while the
heel of the trip that corresponds to Cºwill
stop the lever Dºwhen said heel engages with
the step Oº. As will be seen, this is equiva
i lent to the examples heretofore cited-that
is, when the two keys C' and Cº were struck
45 together. Thus the letter on the type-wheel
corresponding to the stop Oº that we have
just obtained will be that which wouldbe fol
lowed by an engagement of a key with the
step Oº that was obtained in the equivalent
CSC,
i º
"
If we strike the keys Cº C4 Cº, it will be
equivalentito striking C'and Cºtogether and
the stop will be at the step Oº. Bystriking
Cº, Cº, and Cºit would come in the same way to
55 stop at the step Oº, because this action would
be equivalent to the striking of C' and Cº, and
the striking of Cº, Cº, and Cºtogether would
I be equivalent to striking C' and Cºtogether
and would give a stop at the step Oº. By
striking C', C, and Cº, separating the heels
of the trips of the said keys, the heels of the
trips of said keys Cº and Cº will remain, the
first limiting the longitudinal movement of
the section Mºof the regulating-cradle when
º the edge 70 of the second cut in this section
is struck, the said edge being a distance from

the trip equal to the width of a step, and the

second trip would consequentlybe detained
by the stop Oº.
Bystriking together C', Cº, and Cºwe have
a movement which would be equivalent to
striking Cºand C. together and a stop would
be obtained at Oº", and striking C', Cº, and
C together, which would be equivalent to
striking Cºand Cºtogether, will give a stop
at the step Oº. In the same way C", Cº, and
Cº, when strucktogether corresponding to the
couple of keys Cºand Cº, will give a stop at
the step Oº. C', Cº, and C, corresponding
to. Cº and Cºwhen struck together, will be
stopped at Oº, and finally C', C", and Cº, cor
responding to the keys Cand Cº, will give
a stop at Oº.
For the reasons given above the combina
tions of fours will be equivalent to singles,
thus Cº, Cº, C, and Cºwill be equivalent to C'
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and will give a stop at Oº. C', C, C-, and Cº
will be equivalent to Cºand will give a stop at
Oº. C', Cº, C, and Cºwill be equivalent to Cº
and will give a stop at O*. C', Cº, Cº, and Cº
will be equivalent to Cºand will give a stop
at Oº. C', Cº, Cº, and C will be equivalent
to Cºand will give a stop at Oº.
There is still another case which consists
of striking the five keys C, Cº, Cº, C, and Cº 95
at Once. In this event the regulating-cradle
remains in the second position, as in the cases
al ready described of combinations of threes
and fours, dotted lines in Fig. 6, and none of
the trip-fingers will strike any portion of the I CC
cradle and the lever D' will not stop untilit
strikes a stop at the bottom ofits guide, thus
affording a space for the upper and middle
zone and a sign upon the lowest zone of the
type-wheel. Thus we have obtained thirty
one characters, the small letters and signs and
one space,with the different combinations that
can be made with the five key's C', Cº, Cº, Cº,
and Cº, and if the type-wheel Brisesto such
an extent that the middle zone takes the place I O
that usually belongs to the upper zone we
will have in that way thirty-one characters
more, with the large letters, signs, and one
space, and if the lowest zone takes the place
of the upper one we will have thirty-one other II5
characters, numerals, and signs, making a
total of ninety-three letters, numerals, and
signs, and the number of characterscan easily
be increased by using type-wheels with more.
zones than illustrated. Under ordinary cir
cumstances,however, ninety-three are deemed
sufficient for use in the machine.
u
It will be thus observed that anyletter, fig
ure, character, or space on a zone may be
brought in position for printing by control
ling the travel of the nut 18 on the shaft
carrying the type-wheel, and that such move
ment is automatically controlled by touching
a proper key or a group of keys, through the
medium of the trips directed by the keys and
the cuts and steps of the regulating-cradle,
limiting the movement of the keys together
with the shifting action of the said cradle.

Before proceeding farther I will explain
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how the two positions of the regulating-cradle
tions being drawn in full lines corresponding
to the combinations of singles and couples,
and which I will denominate the “initialº
position, and the second drawn in dottedlines,
which corresponds to the combinations of
threes, fours, and fives of the keys. As shown
in Figs. 2, 3, and 9, the cradle is governed by
O a fork 51, which strikes interiorly upon the
platesM' and Mºof the cradle, this fork being
supported byan elastic plate 69º, fixed at one
end to the lever D and capable of lateral
movement. The elasticity of this plate 69º
15 supports the cradle in its first or initial posi
tion, (see Fig. 6, full limes)–that is, with its
face or plate M' in a vertical position and the
face or plate Mºremoved from the path of the
trip-fingers of the keys. The elastic plate
69º, supporting the fork, is provided with a lug
70º, which rests upon a cam 71º, formed on a
pulley 72º, the latter being mounted to turn
upon the lever D, and upon the periphery of
this pulley a small cord, thread, orchain 73º
25 is Wound, being secured at one end to the
pulley and passed through rings 74, secured
upon the lever.D, as shown in Fig. 2, and also
between the forks 31º of the key-rods 30, the
distance between the rings 74 and the forks
being equal. The cord 73ºis fixed at its op
posite end to the said lever D, ata point near
its free end, by means of a set-screw 75 or the
equivalent thereof.
Let it be supposed that one of the keys is
35 pressed downward. When thiskey descends
in its preparatory movement, it will cause the
fork 31ºto descend to the cord or chain 73º,
causing the pulley 72º to turn a certain angle
without any movement on the part of the
fork 51, which remains silent during the
movement of the key, because the key struck
descends with the lever D. If two keys are
struck, the angle of movement of the pulley
72º will be doubled, but the fork 51 will not
45 yet suffertheleast alteration in position; but
if three keysare struck the movement of the
pulley 72º will be tripled and the cam 71º
will introduce itself below the lug 70º of the
bearing of the fork 51, causing a movement
in the position of the said fork, and conse
quently causing the cradle to pass to its
second position, (represented in dotted lines
in Fig. 6)-that is, making the face or plate Mº
vertical and moving the face or plate M'
55 away from the path of the trip-fingers of the
keyS.
When four keysare struck, the cam 71a will
remain below the lug 70º and the cradle will
also remain in its second position. The same
Will take place when five keys are struck.
A spring 76, secured by one end to the cam
71º, will be wound around the axis of the pul
ley, as shown in Fig. 9, and secured at its op
posite end to the lever D, and the said spring
acts to keep a tension on the pulley in a di
rection which Will maintain the thread, cord,

In Fig. 17 I have illustrated a mechanism
large letters or signs. This mechanism con
sists in two buttons or keys located one at
the right and the other at the left of the re
cess 10 in the front of the casing. The left
hand button 77 is pivotally connected by a
shank 79 directly with one member of an el 75
bowlever80, pivoted in the casing, the opposite
member of the elbow-lever at its extremity
being pivotally connected with a lifting-arm
81, extending upward through the opening in
the top of the casing, the said arm being pro
vided with a fork adapted to passaround the
shaft of the type-wheel below and to an en
gagement with the said wheel, as also shown
in Fig. 1S. The right-hand button 78 is con
nected by its shank 82 with a lever S3, ful
crum ed at its center in the casing and pivot
ally connected by a link 84 with the shorter

are obtained, (shown in Fig. 6,) the first posi for changing from the small letters to the

orchain 73 stretched.

arm of the elbow-lever 80.

If in Writing the handisso placed as not to
touch either of the buttons 77 or78, the type
Wheel Will remain as shown in the drawings,
writing consequently with the upper zone
that is, with the small letters; but if the hand
is inclined to the right, pressing the button
78, the latter by its transition to the lever S0 95
will move the latter leversuch a distance that
it will raise the type-wheel un'til its middle
zone shall occupy the place formerly occupied
by the former zone, and at that time the ma
chine will write capitals; but if the hand is I OO
inclined to the left, pressing in the left-hand
button 77, the said button by reason of its
direct connection with the elbow-lever 80 will
cause the type-wheel to be raised untilits
lowest zone, or the sign-zone, is in the place
normally occupied by the upper zone. Thus
it will be observed that a shifting of the po
sition of the type-wheel to bring a small let
ter, a capital, ora sign or character in print
ing position may be readily accomplished IO
While the printing-keys are being manipu
lated.
The space-measurer is shown in Figs. 2, 3,
Il, 15, and 19, and consists, essentially, ofan
angled lever comprising arms 85 and S5º, con II5
nected by a shaft, to which they are rigidly
attached, the shaft being journaled in an up
per extension 86 of the swinging frame E,
heretofore referred to. The upper arm 85
terminates in a point S7at right angles to the
body, or substantially so, and this point is lo
cated in front of a groove SS, formed in the
circumference of the type-wheel, one groove
being immediatelybelow each zone of type.
The lower arm 85º terminates in a pawl 89, I 25
having an extension in direction of the type
Wheel, the pawlbeing pivoted to the arm, and
it is always held downward by a spring 90.
This pawlenters or travels upon a fine rack
91, fastened to the top rail of the paper-car
rier frame G, and a spring 92 tends to place
the spacing-leverso that its point 87 will
penetrate a groove 88.
The initial position of the space-measurer
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is that shown in the drawings-that is, with
the point of the Spacing-lever out of a groove
88-since the spring92 Will be overcome by a
stronger Spring controlling the paper-carry
ing frame, the Said spring serving to move
the said frame in the direction indicated by
the arrow in Fig. 19; but when a letter or
sign is to be printed, whereby the frame E is
moved toward the paper, the pawl 89 leaves
the rack 91, being replaced just before it
leaves the rackby an auxiliary pawl 93, se
culred to the frame E, as shown in Figs 11 and
l9, Which auxiliary pawlupon entering the
rack 91 holds it in place while the impression
is being made. When the pawl 89 leaves the
rack 9l, the spacing-lever is inclined, forced
to said inclination by the spring 92, and its
point 87 penetrates a groove 88 in the type
Wheel, and as this groove is of more or less
depth, according to the width of the letterbe
ing printed on the paper, the point 87 will
move a corresponding distance and the pawl
89 Will move in the opposite direction-that
is, the depth of the groove is such that the
pawl 89 advances a distance equal to the
width of the letterbeing printed-and When
the frame Ereturns to its first position and
the pawl S9 again enters the rack it will do
SO at a tOOth a distance from the tooth where
it left the rack, this width being equalto the
width of the letter printed. In this move
ment of the frame E the auxiliary pawl 93
leaves the rack, and the motor-spring of the
paper-carrier being much stronger than the
spacing-lever spring92will overcome the lat
ter, causing the carriage to advance a dis
tance equalto the width of the letter printed
and the Space-measurer returns to its initial
position, this position being determined by
the stop 94, (shown in Fig. 15,) that strikes a
projection On the frame of the machine.
AS it is Sometimes necessary to move the
Carrier to a given point in order to make a
correction, or for other purposes, a small key
95 is provided (shown in Fig. 15) adapted to
lift the pawl'89 by means of mechanism shown
in said figure, so that the carriage may be
free to be carried to the desired point. This
mechanism consists of a rock-shaft 96, se
cured upon the frame of the machine back of
the rack to Which the key95is secured by a
stem 95°, and the said rock-shaft is provided
With a depressing arm97, which engages with
the upper Surface of the extension of the said
pawl S9. In order to prevent the spacing
lever from moving in the direction in which
it is forced by the spring 92 while the pawl
89 is raised, a Small spring-keeper 98 is at
tached to the frame of the machine and made
to embrace the lower member 85° of the lever,
asshown in Figs. 11, 15, and 19. Thiskeeper
ServestO prevent Such a movement when the
carriage is moved in a direction opposite to
that indicated by the arrow in Fig. 12 andis
accomplished Without touching the key 95.
The carriage G that supports the paper and
causes it to advance as it is written upon is

i

shown in detail in Fig. 14, a section of the
same being showm in Fig. 19 and a portion of
it in Fig. 1, the two ends of the carriage
being illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. The
carriage consists of a rectangular frame 99,
supported by wheels 100, usually eight, that
run on rails 100º, secured to the frame of the
machine at the top and at the bottom thereof. 75
The carriage-frame is reinforced by vertical
braces 101, secured to the upper and lower
members 99 of the frame, and one of said
braces is secured at the point e to one end of
a metallic ribbon 102; which is Wound upon
and secured to a drum 103, located at one end.
of the casing. Within the drum a strong
spiral spring is placed, similar to the main
springs of Watches, one end of the spring be
ing secured to the interior of the drum and
the other end to a shaft 104, upon Which the
drum is mounted. This spring causes the
drum to turn in Such a manner that it moves,
by means of the said metallic ribbon, the
paper-carriage in the direction indicated by
the arrow.
In the upper portion of the carriage-frame
a shaft 105 is journaled, upon which a cylin
der 106 is mounted, divided, preferably, into
three sections, as shown in Fig. 14, so as to 95
leave space for the action of the carriage
wheels 100. The circumference of the cylin
ders 106 is covered with rubber or an equiva

lenti material. At the back of the cylinders
106 a larger cylinder 107 islocated, adapted
for engagement with the smaller cylinders,
the larger cylinder being also covered with
rubber, and the shaft of the large cylinder is
journaled in arms 108, pivoted by means of
a connecting-bar 109 to side plates 110, at
tached one to each end of the carriage-frame,
which side plates extend upward a predeter
mined distance above the top of the casing.
The paper 111is passed between the larger
and smaller cylinders, and the larger cylinder
107 is held in frictional engagement with the
cylinders 106 by means of two springs 112,
attached to the plates 110 at one extremity
and to the extreme outer ends of the shaft of
the larger cylinder at their other ends. The
two plates 110 are connected at the top by a
cross-bar 113, provided with a rubbercushion
114 upon its front face, against which that
portion of the paper rests that is to receive
the impression.
Atone end of the carriage a ratchet-wheel
115 is secured to the extremity of the shaft
carrying the large cylinder 107, the said
ratchet-wheel being engaged by a pawl 115º,
carried by the arm 108, journaling the said
shaft.
M
A shiftinglever 117, of angular formation,
is fulcrumed at the junction of its members
upon the plate 10 at the end of the machine
just spoken of, and a pawl 116 ispivoted to
the lower end of the lever 117, being sup
ported in engagement with the ratchet-wheel
115 by a spring 118, as shown in Fig13.
A forward horizontal extension 119 is made
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from the arm 108, carrying the ratchet 115, i 130 strikes the projection 135 from the spring
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and a post 120 is projected upward from the
free end of the said extension. This post is
at the outer side of the lever 117, and upon
the upper end of the post a wheel 121is jour
naled, having notches 122 in its periphery,
while a cam 123 is produced upon the inner
face of this wheel, as shown in dotted lines
in Fig. 13, and the shifting lever 117 is pro
vided with a lug 124, adapted to engage with
the surface of the cann, the said surface be
ing irregular.
The Wheel and eccentric serve to mark the

25

distance between the lines–that is, to con
trol the space between lines-and the wheel
is held in whatever position it may be set
through the medium of a spring-controlled
pin 125, (shown best in Fig. 14,) which pin
Will pass through the post, being carried by
the extension 119, and in passing through the
post 120 will likewise pass through one of the
grooves in the periphery of the regulating
Wheel 121. The Space between the lines is
regulated by the distance that the lug124 on
the shifting lever 117 will have to travel to
strike the surface of the cam 123, presented
to the lug. Thus in making a shift of the
papervertically to start anotherline bypress
ing upward upon the free end of the lever 117
the rear end of the lever Will be carried for
Ward until the stud 124 has struck the cam

123, and during this movement of the le ver

the rack 116 Willhave revolved the large cyl
inder 107 by engagement with its ratchet
35 Wheel 115, the pawl 115º preventing the cyl
inder from turning in an opposite direction.
A lever 126 is pivotally mounted upon a
block 127, as shown in Fig. 14, the said block
being adjustable upon a rail 128, located lon
gitudinally upon the upper rear portion of
the casing and capable of being set at any
desired point in the length of the said rail by
means of a set-screw 128º, the block carrying
the lever 126 being adapted to travelbetween
45 the type-Wheel and the end of the machine
having the shifting lever 117. This lever
serves to mark the beginnings of the lines
and at the same time to space them automat
ically, since when the operator moves the
paper-carrier to commence a newline he will

cause the lever 117 to enter the outer end of
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the said marking-lever 126, which end is
forked, which, when it rises, will raise the
lever 117 and space the line. From the op
posite plate 110 an arm129 is rearwardly pro
jected, carrying a pawl 130, and upon a rail
131, located upon the top of the casing at this
end of the machine, a small carriage 132 is
held to travel, which may be set at any point
on the Said rail 131, and this small carriage
carries a gong 133, adapted to give analarm
When the end of a line is being approached.
The carriage 132 has secured uponita spring
134, as shown in Fig. 14, the springhaving a
horizontal lug 135 attached to it, and at its
free end it carries a hammer 136. Thus in
the movement of the carriage when the pawl

of the bell mechanism as the two factors sep

arate the hammer Will strike the gong and
sound an alarm.
In order to place the paper in the machine
or to Withdraw it when the work is finished,
it is only necessary to lower the lever 117,
which will cause the separation of the cylin
ders 106 and 07.
Figs. 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 illustrate vari
ous ways in which the type may be inked.
In Figs. 20 and 21 it is supposed that a rub
ber type-wheel is employed, and the inker
consists simply in a small pad 137, impreg
nated with ink and supported by means of a
rod, 138, that enters a socket 139, located in
the upper portion of the standard S6, support
ing the spacing-lever.
It has been heretofore stated that the type
wheel B must pass over a certain course be
fore the first letter is printed-that is, the
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one that corresponds to the least movement of

the printing-lever D'. This movementishere

utilized, for this letter, being in the initial
position of the machine below the pad 137,
will be inked and will make an impression
at the opening 40 in the casing 41, and any
letter or sign that is repeated many times in 95
succession will be inked at each impression.
Figs. 22 and 23 illustrate an arrangement
for Writing with an inked ribbon and a wheel
having metal type. In this instance the rib
bon 140 is wound over a bobbin 141, placed I OO
upon a spindle 142, properly supported upon
the casing. The ribbon is then passed over
a rod 143, (shown especially in Fig. 23,) which
directs it along outside of the casing 41 of
the type-wheel. The ribbon then passes
through a groove 144 between this cover and
the plate-section thereof in which the im
pression-opening 40 is located, and finally the
ribbon is rolled upon another bobbin 146.
Both bobbins are provided with fine teeth in I E C
both of their faces, one toothed face of each
bobbinbeingengaged by a pawl, (designated,
respectively, as 147 and 148,) the said pawls
preventing the ribbon from un winding from
the bobbins.
II5
The movement of the ribbonis obtained by
means of an elbow orangled bar 149, one end
of which enters a socket in the spacing-lever
standard 86, the other end being provided
with a dog 150, engaging with the upper
toothed or ratchet-surface of the bobbin lo
cated upon the support 146. Therefore the
movement is imparted to the ribbon each
time that a letter is printed, since the upper
end of the spacing-lever stand S6 follows the I 25
movements of the swinging frame E.
When the ribbon is completely unwound
from the bobbin 141 and is Wound upon the
bobbin 145, it is only necessary to change
the places of the bobbins, care being taken
to reverse them-that is, to placebobbin 145
on the spindle 142 with the face that was
formerly up turned down, and the same is
truLe with reference to the bobbin 14I. In
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this manner the two sides of the ribbonare determining the space between the types and

IO

alternately used.
Fig. 24 illustrates an intermediate system
of inking. In this case the types on the type
Wheelare metallic, as in the previous case,
butthe ribbon 151is an endless ribbon, which
is inked as it passes over a cylinder 152, lo
cated at one side of the wheel, the said cylin
derbeing inked and placed upon a suitable
support 153, the said support being provided
with a pad 153º, which maintains the ribbon
pressed against the cylinder, and the ribbon
is likewise supplied with ink. The move
ment of the ribbon is obtained in a manner
similar to that already described-namely,
through an angled bar 149 and a dog 150-but
in this event the dog is made to operate a
toothed disk154, which carries two small cyl
inders 155, between which cylinders the end
less ribbon is passed.
It will be observed that as the paper is

placed in avertical plane it can beas longas
desired, because the machine can be placed
on the edge of a table, or there may be a
groove in the table to pass the paper, and by

this arrangement the writer is enabled to
Write upon a card or upon cardboard.
The machine, although beingfitted with but
five keys, issimple in its construction, canbe
3o made of a small size, and of butlittle weight.
With the five keys ninety-three characters
may be brought into action, this being ac
complished by striking one ormore keys ata
time, which permits of Writing withoutlook
35 ing at the keys and Without requiring much
light, and as it is not necessary to consult
the keys in Writing great speed is obtained
and the eyes are nottired. Evena blind per
sorì can easily use this machine. Further
more, but one hand need be used, and there
fore the hands can be brought into action
alternately.
The spacer herein described by giving the
proper space on the paper to each character
45 permits not only of varying the size of the
letters, but also of Writing with either script
or print, German, Greek, or Russian charac
ters, orletters of any other form. Each zone
of types upon the type-wheel is placed upon
a zone of rubber, which forms a pad or spring
cushion.
Having thus described my invention, I
claimas new and desire to secure by Letters
Patent
55 1. In a type-Writer, the combination of a
frame pivoted on a perpendicular axis, a ro
tary wheel carried by said frame and pro
vided with zones of type, the said Wheel be
ing capable of lateral movement with the
frame, two operating-levers controlling the
movement of the wheel, and type-keys oper
ating the said levers, as and for the purpose
Set forth.
.
2. In a type-Writer, the combination, with
a type-wheel, of a spacing-lever adapted to

regulating said space in accordance with the
width of the type, as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. In a type-writer, the combination, with
a type-wheel provided with zones of type, and
depressed belts between the said zones, of a
spacing-lever, means, substantially as de
scribed, for holding said lever normally from
engagement with said wheel, printing-keys,
and a connection between said keys and the
said spacing-lever, whereby the said lever,
upon the depression of the key, will provide
for a spacing between the type equivalent to
the width of the type, as and for the purpose
specified.
4. In a type-writer, the combination, with
a rotating type-wheel provided with zones of
type, a spacing-lever regulating the distance
at which the type shall be printed upon a
predetermined object, of a series of keys of
lesser number than the characters produced
upon any one zone of the type-wheel, and a
regulating - cradle provided with series of
stops, each series being of a different gradu
ation, printing-levers capable of operation
from the said keys, the keys in operating the
levers being adapted for engagement with
sundry of the said stops, and a rotating mech
anism operated upon by the levers and oper
ating upon the said type-wheel, as and for the
purpose set forth.
5. In a type-Writer, a type-wheel, a series
of keys considerably less in number than the
number of type of the same character pro
duced upon the wheel, a spacing-lever, print
ing-levers, a reciprocating frame operated
from said levers and operating the spacing
lever, a cradle provided with series of stops
differently graduated, operating-rods con
nected with the keys and adapted to operate
upon the printing-levers, the downward move
ment of the said rods being controlled by the
stops of the cradle, and means, substantially
as shown and described, for governing the
movement of the cradle relative to the move
ment of the rods depressed by the said keys,
substantially as shown and described.

6. In atype-writer orlike machine, the com

bination of a frame movable toward and from

the materialto be written upon, a type-Wheel
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journaled in said frame, keys forturning said
type-wheel, a locking device for preventing
the type-wheel from turningduringthereturn
movement of the keys, and mechanism ac
tuated by the return movement of the keys,
for moving the type-wheel frame toward the
material to be Written upon, substantialyas
described.
M
I 25
7. In a type-writeror like machine, a frame
movable toward and from the materialto
be Written upon, a type-wheel journaled in
said frame, the shaft of the wheel having a
screw-threaded portion, a nut held to slide
on said screw-threaded portion, keys, an op

enter depressions in the wheel, the said lever l'erative connection between the keys and the

0

nut,
and mechanism for moving the type a movable cradle provided with graduated
wheel frame toward the materialto be Written

upon, substantially as described.
8. In a type-Writer or like machine, a revo
luble type-wheel, the shaft of said Wheel hav
ing a screw-threaded portion, a nut mounted
to slide on said shaft, keys, and an opera
tive connection between the keys and the nut
to turn the type-wheel, substantially as de
O scribed.
9. In a type-Writer orlike machine, a revo
luble type-wheel whose shaft is provided with
a screw-threaded portion, a spring-pressed
sliding nut on said shaft, an actuating-lever
engaging the nut, and keys operatively con
nected to the leverat different points thereof,
substantially as described.
10. In a type-writer orlike machine, a frame
pivoted on a perpendicular axis and capable
of swinging toward and from the materialto
be Written upon, a type-wheel journaled in
said frame, an actuating-lever forturning the
type-wheel and provided with a projection,
and a movable dog on the frame and arranged
to engage the said projection to swing said
frame toward the materialto be written upon,
substantially as described.
11. In a type-writer orlike machine, a frame

movable to Ward and from the materialto be
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written upon, a type-wheel journaled in said

frame, a shaft of the type-wheel ha ving a
screw-threaded portion, a nult mounted to
slide on said shaft, an actuating-lever engag
ing the said nut to move it longitudinally of
the shaft, and a dog secured to the nut and
adapted to be engaged by the lever to move
the type-wheel frame toward the material to
be Written upon, substantially as described.
12. In a type-Writeror like machine, a type
form, an actuating-lever operatively connect
ed with the type-formand fulcrumed on the
machine, a second leveralso fulcrumed on the
machine, the free end of the first lever being
pivotally connected to the second lever and
ata point near the fulcrum thereof, and keys
operatively connected to the levers, substan
tially as described.
13. In a type-Writer or like machine, a type
form, an actuating-lever operatively connect
ed therewith, keys all constructed to operate
the said lever, anda movable frame controlled
by the movements of the keys and provided
with graduated stops in turn controlling the

stops and capable of longitudinal movement
and means for releasing the levers whereby
this longitudinal movement is accomplished,
substantially as described.
16. In a type-Writer orlike machine, a type
form, keys operatively connected thereWith,
a rocking cradle provided with a plurality of
series of graduated stops to control the move
ment of the keys, andan operative connection
between the keys and the cradle to change the
position of the cradle when a certain number
of keysare operated simultaneously, substan
tially as described.
17. In a type-Writer orlike machine, a type
form, keys operatively connected therewith,
a slidable spring-pressed cradle mounted to
rock and provided with a plurality of series
of graduated stops to control the novement

of the keys, and an operative connection be
tween the keys and the cradle to change the
position of the cradle when a certain number
of keysare operated simultaneously, substan 9o
tially as described.
18. In a type-writer orlike machine, a type
form, keys operatively connected therewith,
a movable cradle provided with a plurality of
series of graduated stopsto control the move 95
ment of the keys, and a flexible connection
located in the path of travel of the keys to
be actuated thereby, and operatively con
nected to the cradle to change the position
thereof when a certain number of keys are I OO
operated simultaneously, substantially as de
Scribed.
19. In a type-writer orlike machine, a type
form, an actuating-lever operatively con
nected therewith, a cord-pulley journaled on
the lever and provided with a cam, keys for
moving the lever, a rocking cradle having two
series of graduated stops controlling the
movement of the keys, a cord extending from
the pulley across the paths of travel of the IIO
keys so as to be engaged thereby to rotate the
pulley, and mechanism operated by the cam
on the pulley, for changing the position of the
cradle when a certain number of keysare op
erated simultaneously, substantially as de II5
scribed.
20. In a type-Writer orlike machine, a type
form, an actuating - lever operatively con
nected therewith, a series of movable trip-?in
gers secured to the said lever, a framehaving
a series of graduated stops adapted to be en
gaged by the trip-fingers, and keys arranged
in operative relation to the lever and to the
trip-fingers thereonto project the said fingers
into engagement with the stops of the frame, I 25
substantially as described.
21. In a type-Writeror like machine, a type
form, an actuating - lever operatively con
nected therewith, a series of movable trip-fin
gers secured to the saidlever, a rocking cradle
having two series of graduated stops, each
series beingadapted to be engaged by one end

movement of the lever, substantially as de
14. In a type-Writer orlike machine, a type
form, anactuating-lever operatively connect
ed therewith, keys constructed to operate the
said lever, a movable cradle provided with a
plurality of series of graduated stops to con
trol the movement of the lever, and an opera
tive connection between the keys and the
cradle to change the position of the cradle
When a certain number of keys are operated
simultaneously, substantially as described.
15. In a type-Writer orlike machine, a type of the trip-fingers, keys arranged in operative
scribed.
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form, keys operatively connected therewith, i relation to the lever and to the trip-fingers
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thereonto project the said fingers from the
lever, and mechanism operated by the move
ment of the keys, for changing the position of
the cradle when a certain number of keys are
operated simultaneously, soasto bringeither
set of graduated stopsinto the path of travel
of the projected trip-fingers, substantially as
described.
22. In a type-Writer, a type-wheel provided
with a series of depressions corresponding in
depth to the width of the characters, a paper
carriage and an actuated detent operating in
the depressions of the type-wheel and con
trolling the carriage accordingly, substan
tially as described.
23. The combination with the type-wheel
having a stepped surface, of a carriage, a
spacing-lever arranged to engage the said

stepped surface, and a pawlwhose positionis
controlled by that of the spacing-lever, said
pawlbeing arranged to engage the carriage,
substantially as described.
24. The combination with the type-wheel
having a stepped surface, of a carriage, a
25 spacing-lever arranged to engage the said
stepped surface, a movable frame carrying
the said finger, a pawl carried by the said
frame and adapted to engage the carriage,
and another pawl also adapted to engage the
carriage and whose position is controlled by
that of the spacing-lever, substantially as de
scribed.
25. In a type-writer or like machine, a ver
tically-movable type-form provided with a
35 plurality of series of characters, vertically
movable keys capable of moving the type
form horizontally and thereby producing the
impression on the materialtobe written upon,
and horizontally - movable keys operatively
connected to the type-form capable of raising
andloweringthesameindependentofits other
operations, substantially as described.
26. In a type-Writer or like machine, anau
tomatic line-spacing mechanism comprisinga
45 cylinder mounted on the carriage and adapted
for engagement with the materialto be Writ
ten upon, a lever mounted on the carriage
and operatively connected to the cylinder to
turn the same, a cam adjacent to the lever
and capable of adjustment so as to limit the
movements of the lever, and a stop secured
to the machine and constructed to engage the
said lever on the carriage to turn the said le
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ver according to the adjustment of the cam,
substantially as described.
55
27. In atype-writer orlike machine, an au
tomatic line-spacing mechanism comprisinga
cylinder mounted on the carriage and adapted
for engagement with the materialto be Writ
ten upon, a lever mounted on the carriage
and operatively connected to the cylinder to
turn the same, and a lever secured to the
machine and having a fork at its free end,
said end being extended into the path of
travel of the lever on the carriage so that the
fork will receive the lever on the carriage
and operate the cylinder, substantially as de
scribed.
28. In a type-writer, the combination of a
carriage, a feed-roller thereon, a lever oper
atively connected to the feed-roller and ful
crumed on the carriage, a disk rotatably
mounted on the carriage and provided with
peripheral notches and withan irregular cam,
a pin rigid on the carriage and capable of 75
locking with the notches of the disk, whereby
the latter is heldrigid, and a stop-lever rigid
off the carriage, substantially as described.
29. In a type-writer, the combination with
a casing, of a frame pivoted on aperpendicu
lar axis and having a Swinging end, a shaft
revolublymounted in said end and havinga
thread of steep pitch thereon, a type-form
carried by the shaft, a nut operating on the
threaded portion of the shaft and guided by
the swinging frame, an operating-lever con
nected to the nut, and keys connected to the
operating-lever, substantially as described.
30. In a type-writer, the combination of a
lever fulcrumed on the frame thereof, a sec
ond lever also fulcrumed on the frame, the
free end of the first leverbeingpivotally con
nected to the secondleverata point nearthe
fulcrumthereof, type mechanism operatively
connected to the second lever, a key verti 95
cally movable on the two leversandhavinga
bifurcated portion directly engaged with the
first lever, a spring-trip carried by the sec
ond lever and operatively engaged with the
key, and a graduated cradle controlling the ICO
operations of the keys by engagement with
the trips, substantially as described.
MANUEL S.i CARMONA.
Witnesses:
ELOY NOUEJO,
E. RAMIVET.

